We Oppose Ohio SB33

We, the undersigned members of the Unitarian Universalist Church of Akron REJECT the premise and proposal in Ohio Senate Bill 33 as UNCONSTITUTIONAL infringement of freedom of speech and assembly, and we OPPOSE its passage:

[Signatures]

Kathryn MPH
Thomas Birket
Cheryl Birket
Jane A. Miska
David G. Feller
Robert E. McWorter
Maryellen Dickinson
Karen Kell
Mary Jo Hoffman
Carol Pobistros
Leahira A. Aggan
Dameola Laron Nyman
Linda L. Hale
Keith A. Vasey
Gilinda L. Richer
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Cynthia Stilken
Terence Mazzara
Laurie Marker
Cheryl Remick
Dorothy Papiano
Stephen L. Hoffman
Jessica Daubman
Lynn Hawker
REED STITH

[Additional Signatures]

[Handwritten Text]

Benedict Fells
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David Ray
Joy Mardelle
Diane McDermott
Ronald J. Johnson
Eileen Smith
Lawrence Osterman
Linda Ryder
Jen Z \nEric R. Williams
Jenn K. Miller
Janet
Maggie Ellis
Matthew
Lorraine Frani
Carol Thompson
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Elizabeth Adriana Reyes Lopez
Carol Hix
Mary Petrides
B. K. Mosley
M. Evelyn Kudler
Pamela Paulson
John W. Edgerton
Rebecca Dempster
L. K. King
D. L. Johnson
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[Danene M. Bender]
[Wayne J. Brate]
[Ellie Bidley]
[Barb K. Buxton]
[Susan F. Ballaghier]
[Chad D. Land]
[Elizabeth Keiley]
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Ozzie Casino
DeAnn
Jessica White
Joyce Hippie
Phyllis Zymun
Jennie Walter